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1. GENERAL 

1.01 This practice provides a general description of 
the capacity analysis procedure for the DMS 

100/200 switch. The responsibilities of the Network 
Administrator for capacity administration are 
covered as well as the capacities of the machine. 
Capacity analysis worksheets are provided for each 
of the traffic sensitive components in the switch. 

1.02 When this practice is reissued, the reason(s) 
for reissue will be listed in this paragraph. 

1.03 The process of determining capacities for the 
DMS-100 switches is an important part of the 

traffic engineering and network administration 
responsibility. The capacities of the various com
ponents in the DMS-100 switch will vary because of 
equipment "breaks". Equipment breaks are associ
ated with the equipment design, i.e., lines per 
switch, circuits per unit in service in service cir
cuits, etc. One particular component will usually 
limit the office capability. This component is 
known as the limiting item. All other components 
will have the ability to satisfy demand plus some 
additional load. The maximum load carrying capa
bility of each component and the most limiting 
hardware and/or software item of the office can be 
determined by reversing the component require
ment calculation process used by the traffic 
engineer. 

1.04 The capacity analysis worksheets provide a 
means of determining and summarizing the 

capacity of each switch component and stating this 
capacity in terms of a common denominator. A 
comparison of these capacity statements will 
readily indicate the limiting capacity component for 
the office. These capacities should be stated in 
terms of main stations and percent utilization. 

1.05 The traffic engineer must know the capability 
of working DMS-100 switches to intelligently 

plan future relief. The network administrator must 

know the total office capacity and the capacity for 
handling individual custom calling services to main
tain loading plans. The traffic engineer and the 
network administrator must work together in order 
to use the switch most efficiently. 

2. CAPACITY DETERMINATION 

A. General 

2.01 The capacity analysis worksheets and the 
accompanying summary of equipment capaci

ties are generally completed by the network 
administrator. Local option may involve other 
groups, such as, traffic engineering or planning in 
the preparation of these worksheets. The capacity 
analysis worksheets serve three functions. 

(1) They serve as a major part of the annual busy 
season review of office performance. 

(2) They provide a statement of office and com
ponent capacity used by the traffic engineer 
or the network administrator to analyze ten
tative proposals. 

(3) They establish capacity statements used by 
the traffic engineer or the network adminis
trator to analyze loading plans. 

2.02 Prior to each capacity analysis study, the 
traffic engineer and the network administra

tor should jointly: 

• validate the past busy season reports 

• review the need for a busy hour determination 
study and the requirements for component busy 
hour data collection 

• agree to a base data selection 

• discuss loading plans, and 

• agree to projection methods. 

2.03 Loading plans are a joint effort of the 
network administrator and the traffic 

engineer. Projection methods are the responsibility 
of the traffic engineer. The data that is required 
for projection (i.e., growth factors) is supplied by 
the traffic engineer. 
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B. Busy Season Review 

2.04 At the end of each busy season, a capacit~· 
review should be performed on all working 

DMS-100 switches. This re,·ie"· is based on the 
actual current bus~· season data. There are two 
purposes for this review. 

( 1) To reevaluate the capacity of the office and 
the individual components based on actual 
loads experienced in the last bus~· season. A 
comparison of the latest busy season results 
to the previous!~· projected capacities ma~· 
indicate a need for action. 

(l) To update projections of load for future 
periods by incorporating the latest actual data 
into the historical data base. These revised 
data bases can be used by the traffic engineer 
to project and update capacity statements for 
future bus~· seasons. 

2.05 The network administrator usually fills out 
the capacit~· analysis worksheets for a bus~· 

season review. The network administrator and the 
traffic engineer should then joint!~· review the 
worksheets. When completed, the capacit~· anal~·sis 
worksheets serve as a statement of capacities 
jointly arri\·ed at and agreed to by the traffic 
engineer and the network administrator. The com
pleted worksheets from this bus~· season review 
serw the following purposes: 

• pro,·ide support for office capacity statements 
on the Demand and Facilit~· (D&F) chart and 
for the construction program 

• provide support for any office capacity adjust
ments indicated as a result of the busy reason 
review 

• prm·idt> an in depth revit>w of t•quipment utiliza
tion or component weak spots 

• provide a basis to develop and track loading 
plans 

• pro,·idt> a means to anal~·zt> capacit~· before and 
after cutowr of a new officl' 

• provide an aid in sl'tting service monitoring 
threshold~ 
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• prO\·ide a means to analyze capacity before, dur
ing, and after an office addition or transition 

• provide a means to highlight capacity problems 
to permit corrective action. 

2.06 The busy season review provides the traffic 
engineer and the network administrator with 

an efficient means for analyzing tentative planning 
and/or loading changes. This review may result in 
proposals to change the capacity administration 
plans of the switch. The traffic engineer may be 
called on to answer "what if" questions that may 
arise from this review. Tentative proposals may 
include such things as: 

• forecast revisions 

• fundamental planning changes 

• sales promotions, etc. 

2.07 Following adjustment of the traffic and 
station data to reflect the proposed plans, the 

capacity of the switch may be recalculated. This 
will indicate to the traffic engineer whether any 
additional equipment or software items are required 
to meet the demands of the proposal. 

C. Loading Plans 

2.08 The purchase, installation, and maintenance 
of central office switching systems are very 

costly matters. Considering this and the switching 
systems already in place and working, the need for 
proper loading of this equipment is vital. 

2.og The traffic engineer and the network 
administrator have the most significant 

responsibility in the efficient use of equipment 
already working and the proper provisioning of 
future installations. The capacity analysis pro
cedure provides the engineer and the administrator 
with a means for monitoring equipment loading and 
maintaining it at an acceptable level. 

D. Responsibilities 

2.10 The determination of switching system 
capacities is required for several purposes. 

At the time of traffic order preparation, the traffic 
engineer calculates all planned equipment capacities 
and determines the exhaust date. A copy of the 
traffic order and the planned capacities are 
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prodded to the network administrator for redew 
and comment. The traffic engineer is responsible 
for and determines the capacity which is input to 
the D&F data base for future relief planning. 

2.11 The network administrator monitors the use 
of traffic sensitiw and ph~·sicall~· limiting 

components throughout the life of the job and noti
fies the traffic engineer when recalculation of capa
cities differ from the engineered capacities. The 
traffic engineer in turn apprises the network 
administrator of an~· changes affecting the 
engineered capacities. 

2.12 Following each bus~· season, the network 
administrator and the traffic engineer joint!~· 

review the past bus~· season for any capacity 
changes and plan for future busy seasons. The net
work administrator calculates the past busy season 
main station capacity of critical components and 
documents load sen-ice relationships. The traffic 
engineer is responsible for determining capacit~· for 
future periods in order to \·alidate or reestablish 
equipment exhaust dates. The traffic engineer 
establishes attempt and usage forecasts based on a 
combination of historical data, the performance in 
past busy seasons, and significant traffic affecting 
changes planned for introduction during the life of 
the job. The traffic engineer is responsible for 
making any changes in the D&F data base. 

3. CAPACITY ANALYSIS WORKSHEETS 

A. General 

3.01 The capacity anal~·sis procedure is the re\·erse 
of the pro\"isioning procedure. The capacity 

analysis worksheets pro\"ide a means of determining 
the current switch capacit~· and use. The data com
piled on these worksheets is compared to that of 
preYious busy hours. By doing this, the trends and 
exhaust dates of the switch can be predicted. 

3.02 If data from the last bus~· season review is 
used in calculating capacit~·. then those capa

city figures are for the most recent hus~· season. 
The capacit~· figures that are required though are 
those for the upcoming bus~· season. The network 
administrator uses these figures for de\·eloping 
loading plans and the designer uses them for cen
tral office relief planning. In order to project these 

capacity figures the office busy season data can be 
trended. A linear trend program can be used, 
ideally using five data points, each representing one 
busy seasons data. If five years of busy season data 
is not available, the trends can be based on the 
trends of another local machine with the same type 
of traffic mix. For example, if the CCS/MS of a 
similar local switch is increasing by a certain per
centage then that same percentage may apply to 
the DMS switch. This estimate of MS traffic load 
is usually a mutual agreement of the network 
administrator and the central office designer. 

3.03 The capacity analysis procedure is performed 
on one functional segment of central office 

equipment at a time, (e.g., interface modules, net
works, or MF receivers). When all of the items are 
evaluated, the item with the lowest MS capacity is 
said to be limiting the office. This item may be 
either a major or minor item. A major item is a 
component such as a LM or NM. A minor item is a 
component such as a MF receiver. The limiting 
item should be a major item of equipment. To have 
a minor piece of equipment limiting an office's 
capacity is both undesirable and a poor engineering 
practice. 

3.04 In order to calculate the capacity of an office, 
a data base with certain items of summarized 

data must be available. The data that must be used 
for capacity analysis must be summarized and pro
cessed on an ongoing basis. It is too big an under
taking to accomplish at the end of a busy season. 

3.05 The capacity analysis worksheets provide a 
uniform, organized, step-by-step approach to 

accomplishing capacity analysis. The worksheet 
format is based on data that is available from the 
machine. 

B. Numbers Capacity Worksheet 

3.06 This worksheet (FIG. 1) is used to determine 
the directory number capacity of an office 

and its associated sites. This is especially impor
tant in areas where the office codes are running 
out. 

3.07 The following header fields should be filled 
out for each worksheet. 
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Building - This is the wire center or entit~·. 

Entity - The office designation. The data entered in 
this field will depend on local procedure (i.e., 3 
digit office code, control group, or entity 
designation). 

Page - The worksheet page number. 

Study Period- The time period for which the capa
city is being measured. 

GPF Date- The General Planning Forecast date 
used for this capacity analysis. 

3.08 This paragraph describes the data that 
should be entered in this worksheet. All data 

should be entered in the column under the 
appropriate heading. 

Office NXX - This is the office code for each office 
working in the entity. This code should be 
entered once for each class of main station 
working within the code (e.g., MR, coin, and 
IBNI where the percent administrative spares 
would normally differ. The office codes for 
each remote site ~>hould also be entered in this 
column. 

If an office sen·es two or more rate zones, a 
separate line will be required for each rate 
zone to accommodate the number series 
assigned to it. 

Host or Remote- This column will contain either 
an H or an R. This designates whether the 
code or number is assigned to, or reserwd for, 
the host or remote location. 

Zone - This column indicates the calling rate zone 
to which the office code or number series is 
assigned. 

Class of Service- The main station class of sen·ice 
associated with each office code. 

Percent Administrath·e Spare - It de\·elops an 
administrative number based on empirical 
data, and is largely generic in application. 
For more information see BR 231-070-620. 

Numbers Installed - Directory numbers should be 
allocated to all classes of sen·ice, based on 
expected growth, by consulting the loading 
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plans and the General Planning Forecast 
(GPFl. 

MS Capacit~· - To achieve this percent figure multi
ply numbers installed X (100'lr minus the 
Administrative spare ';; ). 

Remarks - This column is reserved for remarks 
about the number or code capacity. 

C. Networks Capacity Worksheet Based on Net
work Ports 

3.09 This worksheet (FIG. 2) deals mainly with 
network port utilization. It is also a con

venient form on which to record certain office 
inventory. 

3.10 The following header fields should be filled 
out for each worksheet. 

Building- This is the wire center or entity. 

Entity - The office designation. The data entered in 
this field will depend on local procedure (i.e., 3 
digit office code, control group or entity desig
nation). 

Page - The worksheet page number. 

Study Period- The time period for which the capa
city is being determined. 

GPF Date - The general planning forecast date that 
is being used for this capacity analysis. 

Peripheral Modules - Lists all the types of peri
pheral modules that terminate on the NMs for 
both generations of peripheral units. 

Number of Peripheral Modules - Enter the number 
of peripheral modules of each type. The 
TMINV, LMINV, and DCMINV Tables list 
each module. 

Ports per Module - This indicates the number of 
network ports used by the respective peri
pheral modules. Values may be obtained from 
the office inventory tables. 

Ports Required - These values are obtained by mul
tiplying the number of peripheral modules X 
ports per module. 

Total Ports Required - This is the sum of all ports 
required, and will be the total number of 
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assigned network peripheral ports in the 
office. 

Networks Installed - The number of network 
modules (NMs I installed in the office. This 
information may be obtained from the Office 
Bus~· Hour (OBHJ report. 

Ports per Network - There are 64 ports per Net
work Module (~M L 

Ports Installed - This is determined b~· multiplying 
the number of networks installed by the 
number of ports per network. 

Number of Spare Ports- To determine this, sub
tract the number of ports used from the 
number of ports installed. 

Percent Utilization - Dh·ide the total ports assigned 
by the number of ports installed. 

D. Networks Capacity Worksheet Based on CCS 

3.11 This worksheet (FIG. 3 J will help determine 
the percent utilization of "two way CCS". The 

following header fields should be filled out for each 
worksheet. 

Building - This is the wire center or entity. 

Entit~· - The office designation. The data entered in 
this field will depend on local procedure (i.e., 3 
digit office code, control group or entity desig
nation). 

Page - The worksheet page number. 

Stud~· Period - The time period for which the capa
cit~· is being measured. 

G PF Date - The date of the general planning fore
cast that is being used for this capacity 
analysis. 

Engineering Criteria - NTI standards provide for 
network capacit~· on an ABS and HD basis. 
In order to extract the HD you may have to 
set up procedures for determining TS 
CCS/MS on a dail~· basis. 

Networks Installed - The number of network 
modules ( !'\Ms I installed in the office. This 
information ma~· be obtained from the Office 
Busy Hour (OBHJ report. 

Engineered CCS per Network- This is the DMS-100 
switch local network capacities of two way 
CCS per netowrk module. This information is 
located in NTP-297-1001-450/2, Table E. For 
a DMS 200 switch use Table F. 

CCS Capacity - To achieve this figure multiply the 
NMs installed by the CCS per NM. 

Tandem CCS Demand - This is the DMS-200 switch 
toll network capacities of two way CCS per 
network module. This information may be 
found in NTP 297-1001-450/2, Table F. 

CCS Capacity for MS- The General Planning Fore
cast or Loading Plan will give you this infor
mation. 

Main Station Demand - The maximum number of 
MS's working in the entity for the "Study 
Period". 

Time Switch 2 Way Network CCS/MS- This value 
is an estimation or "pick" of the total CCS/MS 
that is expected to materialize in the "Study 
Period". This data is the TS usage divided by 
the MS's that generated it. 

MS CCS Demand - This is obtained by multiplying 
MS demand by (TS 2W CCS/MS). 

MS Capacity - This represents the maximum 
number of MSs that can operate on the net
work at objective service levels and can be 
obtained by dividing the installed network 
capacity by the CCS/MS. 

Percent Utilization - To obtain this divide MS 
demand by the MS capacity. The lower the 
MS capacity the higher the percent utilization. 

E. Host Switch - LM & LCM Worksheet Line Ter
minations 

3.12 These units should render objective service in 
a fully loaded office which is properly load 

balanced. The loading division for a DMS 100 
switch is the LM or LCM. The following headers 
should be filled out on each worksheet (FIG. 4). 

Building - This is the wire center or entity. 

Entit:v - The office designation. The data entered in 
this field will depend on local procedure (i.e., 3 
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digit office code, control group or entity desig
nation I. 

Page- The worksheet page number. 

Stud~· Pel"iod - The time period in which the capa
cit~· is being measured. 

G PF Date - The date of the general planning fore
cast that is being used for this capacity 
analysis. 

Office ~XX - List each office code working in the 
entity for each major class such as MS, MR, 
Coin and IBN. 

Line Modules or Line Concentrating Modules -
Enter LM, LCM or both, but on separate 

lines. This will identify the type and indicate 
the proper capacit~· table. 

Number of Speech Links - Enter the number of 
speech links that are associated with each line 
unit. 

Host !\-lain Station Demand - Enter the MS demand 
for the stud~· period as indicated on the gen
eral planning forecast or loading plan. 

Number of Lines Equipped - This number is deter
mined by multiplying the number of LMs or 
LCMs b~· the number of lines each module can 
support. 

Percent Administratiw Spare - It develops an 
administrative number based on empirical 
data, and is largely generic in application. 
For more information see BR 231-070-620. 

Number of Lines Operative - To obtain this number 
take the maximum number of lines the office 
can run "·ith and subtract the administrath·e 
spares. 

:\1ain Station per Line Ratio - To obtain this ratio 
di\"ide the number of working MS's by the 
number of working line equipment. This 
information ma~· be obtained from the Line 
Assignment group. 

Main Station Capacity - Multipl~· the Line Capacity 
hy the :\IS/Line Ratio. This is the MS capa
city based on LE.:\'s onl~·. 
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Percent Utilization - This is the maximum percent 
of the LEN Capacity expected to be used in 
the study period. Divide the MS demand by 
the MS capacity. 

F. Host Switch - LM & LCM Worksheet CCS Capa
city 

3.13 This worksheet (FIG. 5) helps to provide for 
LM/LCM capacity on an ABS and HD basis. 

The information may be found in NTP 297-1001-
450/2 Table G in the columns marked "Full Load 
Balancing Scheme". The following headers should 
be filled out on each worksheet. 

Building - This is the wire center or entity. 

Entity - The office designation. The data entered in 
this field will depend on local procedure (i.e., 3 
digit office code, control group or entity desig
nation). 

Page- The worksheet page number. 

Study Period - The time period in which the capa
city is being measured. 

GPF Date -The date of the general planning fore
cast that is being used for this capacity 
analysis. 

Office NXX - List each office code working in the 
entity for each major class such as MS, MR, 
Coin and IBN. 

Line Modules or Line Concentrating Modules -
Enter LM, LCM or both, but on separate 

lines. This will identify the line module by 
type and indicates the proper capacity table. 

Number of Speech Links - This is the number of 
speech links associated with each line unit. 

Host Main Station Demand - Enter the MS demand 
for the study period as indicated on the gen
eral planning forecast or loading plan. 

Number of Line Modules or Line Concentrating 
Modules - This is the total number of LM's or 
LCM's in an entity or office. 

Engineering Criteria - NTI standards provide for 
LM/LCM capacity on an ABS and HD basis. 
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Engineering CCS per Line Module - This is the Line 
Module Traffic capacity (CCS) on a matching 
loss basis. This value is obtained from NTP 
297-1001-450/2 Table G. 

Blocking or Non Blocking of Line Group Controller 
(LGCI- This column is used in entities that 
have LCM's installed, and is used to determine 
if the LGC's that serve them are a blocking 
type. 

Engineered CCS/LCM - This is LCM capacities 
(CCSl for LGC with blocking and non block
ing time switch. If a non blocking type LGC 
is used refer to Table S (NTP-297-1001-450/21 
and if a blocking type is used refer to Table T. 

CCS Capacity for LM - Multiply the number of 
LM's by the Engineered CCS/LM. This 
represents the total installed LM capacity in 
the office. 

CCS Capacity for LCM - Multiply the number of 
LCM's by the Engineered CCS/LCM. This 
represents the total installed LCM capacity in 
the office. 

CCS Capacity for Host Office - This is the sum of 
the LM and LCM CCS capacities installed in 
the host office. 

Originating Plus Terminating CCS/MS - This is the 
total LM or LCM CCS/MS that is expected to 
materialize in the study period. It is derived 
from the dial office data base and projected 
into the study period. 

Main Station Capacity for the Host Office - This is 
the total installed line unit capacity (LM + 
LCM) divided by the projected O+TCCS/MS. 
This represents the maximum number of main 
stations that can operate in the line units at 
objective sen·ice levels. 

Percent Utilization - This is the host MS demand 
divided b~· the host MS capacity and 
represents the maximum percent of installed 
line unit capacity ILM + LC'vl). 

G. Remote Line Modules Worksheet Line Ter· 
mlnating 

3.14 RLMs are used to interface with MSs and to 
concentrate their calls onto DS-1 link chan

nels. The concentration function, like the LM and 
LCM, may cause blocking in a fully loaded site and 
will contribute to the office IML. The following 
headers should be filled out on each worksheet 
(FIG. 6). 

Building - This is the wire center or entity. 

Entity - The office designation. The data entered in 
this field will depend on local procedure (i.e., 3 
digit office code, control group or entity desig
nation). 

Page - The worksheet page number. 

Study Period - The time frame in which the capa
city is being measured. 

GPF Date- The date of the general planning fore
cast that is being used. 

Site -If a site has its own NXX, it may be entered 
here, otherwise a letter (A, B, etc.) or other 
site identification should be used. 

Number of RLM Bays - This column should be used 
to indicate the number of bays for which a 
capacity is being determined. This number 
can be verified on the RLM inventory table. 

Number of DS-1 Links per Bay- This figure will be 
between 1 and 4, and can also be found on the 
RLM inventory table. 

Number of Intra-Links per Bay - An intra link is 
comprised of 12 channels, each providing a 
talking path between 2 lines located in the 
same bay. An "Intra RLM" entry on the 
OFCINV table will verify if this option is pro
vided. 

Number of Inter Links per Bay- This option can 
only be provided if less than the maximum of 
4 DS-1 host links are provided because the 
DS-1 link terminations are required. If less 
than 4 DS-1 links are provided then this 
option can be used for 24 inter bay link chan
nels, one end of the link terminating on each 
bay. 
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Percent Intra Traffic - This is the percent of the 
total traffic usage that is within a site. A 
ratio of intra site calls to total calls can be 
applied to the 0 and T usage to develop a per
cent intra site usage, assuming the holding 
time (HTJ for intra site calls is the same as 
the HT average for total calls (0 + I). 

Remote Line Module Main Station Demand - This is 
the maximum number of MS's expected to be 
working in this site during the study period. 
Refer to: the general planning forecast or 
loading plan. *This information is obtained 
from the Equipment and Traffic Engineers. 

Number of Lines Equipped - This is the number of 
RLM bays times the number of lines each 
module can support. 

Percent Administrative Spare - This item may be 
determined by following the recommendation 
on the Number Capacity Worksheet found in 
practice 231-070-620. 

Number of Line Operative - This is the number of 
remote line equipments installed at this site 
minus the administrath·e spare. It represents 
the maximum number of lines the site can 
serve. 

Main Station per Line Ratio - This ratio is obtained 
by dividing the number of working MS's b~· 
the number of working lines equipments at 
this site. 

Main Station Capacity - This is equal to the line 
capacity multiplied by the MS/Line Ratio. 
This is the MS capacity based on Remote 
LENs only. 

Percent Utilization - This is the percent of usable 
remote LEN capacit~· expected to be used in 
the study period ... 

H. Remote Line Modules Worksheet CCS Capa
city 

3.15 Capacity determination for remote line 
modules is more complex than other types of 

units. A high degree of accurac~· is difficult to 
obtain because operational measurements cannot 
prodde the necessar~· data. The following headers 
should be filled out on each worksheet (FIG. 7). 
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Building - This is the wire center or entity. 

Entity - The office designation. The data entered in 
this field will depend on local procedure (i.e., 3 
digit office code, control group or entity desig
nation). 

Page - The worksheet page number. 

Study Period - The time frame in which the capa
city is being measured. 

GPF Date -The date of the general planning fore
cast that is being used. 

Site -If a site has its own NXX, it may be entered 
here, otherwise a letter (A, B, etc.) or other 
site identification should be used. 

Number of RLM Bays- This column should be used 
to indicate the number of bays for which a 
capacity is being determined. This number 
can be verified on the LM inventory table. 

Number of DS-1 Links per Bay- This figure will be 
between 1 and 4 and can also be found on the 
LM inventory table. 

Number of Intra Links per Bay - An intra bay link 
is comprised of 12 channels, each providing a 
talking path between 2 line locations in the 
same bay. An "Intra RLM" entry on the 
OFCINV table will verify if this option is pro
vided. 

Number of Inter Links per Bay - This option can 
only be provided if less than the maximum of 
4 DS-1 host links are provided because the 
DS-1 link terminations are required. If less 
than 4 DS-1 links are provided then this 
option can be used for 24 inter bay link chan
nels, one end of the link terminating on each 
bay. 

Percent Intra Traffic - This is the percent of the 
total traffic usage that is intra site. A ratio of 
intra site calls to total calls can be applied to 
the 0 and T usage to develop a percent intra 
site usage, assuming the hold time (HTl for 
intra site calls is the same as the HT average 
for total calls (O+T) 

Remote Line Module Main Station Demand - This is 
the maximum number of MS's expected to be 
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,,·orkint.! in this sitl' during the study period. 
Rl'fl•r to: the general planning forecast or 
loading plan. This is obtained from the equip
ment and traffic engineers. 

I<:nginl'ering Criteria - Both ABS and HD may be 
usl'cl. See ~TP 2~1i-I001-·ll>O/:H2, Table G. 

Enginl•ered CCS per Bay - These \·alues are 
obtained from Table I. See ::-JTP 297-1001-
ll>0/:~12. 

CCS Capaeit~· - :\1ultipl~· the CCS per ba~· by the 
number of RL:\1 ha~·s. 

Originatinl!: Plus Terminating CCS/MS - This is the 
total RL:\1 O+T COS/MS for this site that is 
expected to materialize in the study period. 

:\1ain Station Capacity - The installed CCS capacit~· 
at this site divided b~· the site O+T. CCS/MS 
represents the maximum number of MS's that 
can opt'rate at this site. 

Pereent Utilization - This is the per·cent of the MS 
CCS eapacity that is expected to he used in 
thl' stud~· period. The lowest capacit~· will 
~·ield the highest percent utilization. 

I. Service Circuits and Miscellaneous Worksheet 

3.16 This worksheet (FIG. ~~ will help provide an 
inn'ntory on thl' capacit~· of service and mis

ct•llaneous circuits within an Pntit~· or huildint.! site. 
The followinl!: headers should he filled out on each 
\\·orksht>l't. 

Buildint.! - This is the wire center or entit~·. 

Entit~· - Tht> office desit.!nation. The data entered in 
this fit•ld will depend on local procedure !i.e., :~ 

dit.!it offiee eode, eontrol 1-!roup or entit~· desit.!
nation J. 

l'agl' - Tht• worksheet page number. 

Study Pt•riod- The time franw in which the capa
eity is heint.! nwasurecl. 

GPF Date- Thl' datl' of thl' 1-!:erwral planning fore
east that is heinl!: ust•cl. 

:\IF Rt•eein•rs- This is to indieatt• the tn>e of ser
,·iee eireuit. 

(al Circuits per pack - Indicates the number 
of circuits in one circuit pack. 

(bl Circuits Provided - total - Enter the 
total number of circuits installed. This 
information can be found on the OBH 
operational measurement report. 

( c I Circuits Provided - Traffic - This should 
be equal to the total circuits provided 
minus those required for service protec
tion. 

( d I Engineering Criteria - This indicates the 
engineering criteria for this item, which 
is ABS unless an appreciable amount of 
tandem or any toll traffic exists. 

(e) Table -This indicates which table to use 
for determining circuit group capacity. 
It will either be a Northern Telecom or a 
Poisson table. 

(fl Peak Factor (PF) - This will contain the 
PF (HD to ABS ratio or HD to 10 HD 
ratio) which is required only for circuit 
groups that use the poisson criteria are 
not Engineered on high day data. 

(gl CCS Capacity Provided - This value is 
obtained from the poisson table and 
represents the traffic capacity of the 
service circuits. 

(hi Component Main Station Demand- This 
value is the maximum number of 
MS's/MF incoming trunks expected to 
use this circuit group in the study 
period. Source: MS's - GPF or loading 
plan, trunks - network operations, gen
eral trunk estimate. This is obtained 
from the equipment and traffic 
engineers. 

( i I Busy Hour Factor - This factor is used 
to provide a correction for data that was 
not generated during this components 
busiest hour. Source: Dial Office Busy 
Hour Study. 

(j 1 Holding Time - The holding time is cal
culated by dividing MF receiver group 
usage by the corresponding call peg 
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count. 

( k) Bus~· Hour calls per Main Station - This 
is the number of BH call peg counts for 
this component, divided by the number 
of main stations or trunks for the same 
time period in the stud~· period. 

(!) Busy Hour CCS per Main Station - This 
is an estimation, or "Pick", of the CCS 
per MS or trunk that is expected to 
materialize in this components BH dur
ing the study period. The base used to 
provide this data is the circuit group 
usage divided b~· the MSs or trunks that 
generate it. 

( m) Main Station Capacity - Divide the CCS 
capacit~· by the CCS per MS or trunk for 
MF receivers, this represents the max
imum number of MSs or trunks this ser
vice circuit group can render objective 
sernce. 

( n) Percent Utilization - This is the percent 
of the MF receivers MS or trunk capa
cit~· that is expected to be used in the 
study period. 

Digit one TM Receh·ers - This is to indicate the type 
of sen-ice circuit. 

(a 1 Circuits per Pack - This is to indicate the 
number of circuits in one circuit pack. 

(bl Circuits Provided - Total - The number 
of circuits installed. This number can be 
found on the OBH Operational Measure
ment report. 

( c 1 Circuits Provided Traffic This 
number should be equal to that of cir
cuits provided total minus those required 
for service protection. 

(d) Engineering Criteria - This will be pre
printed indicating that both HD and 
ABS calculations are required. 

T~ Trademark of Northern Telecom 
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(e) Table - This indicates which table to use 
for determining circuit group capacity. 
It will either be a Northern Telecom or 
poisson table. 

(f) Peak Factor - This will contain the PF 
(HD to ABS ratio or HD to 10 HD ratio) 
which is required only for circuit groups 
that use poisson criteria. 

(g) CCS Capacity Provided - This value is 
obtained from the poisson table and 
represents the traffic capacity of the 
service circuits. 

(h) Component Main Station Demand - For 
the digitone receiver group enter the 
maximum number of MS's expected to 
use this circuit group in the study 
period. 

(i) Busy Hour Factor - This factor is used 
to provide a correction for data that was 
not generated during this component's 
busiest hour. Source: Dial Office Busy 
Hour Study. 

(j) Holding Time - The holding time is cal
culated by dividing digitone receiver 
group usage by the corresponding call 
peg counts (excluding dial tone speed 
tests) 

(k) Busy Hour Calls per Main Station -
Divide the number of BH call peg counts 
for this component by the main stations 
for the same time period. 

(I) Busy Hour CCS per Main Station - This 
value is an estimation, or "Pick" of the 
CCS per MS that is expected to materi
alize in component's BH during the 
study period. 

(m) Main Station Capacity - Dividing the 
CCS capacity provided by the CCS per 
MS for digitone receivers represents the 
maximum number of MS's this service 
circuit group can render objective service 
to during the study period. 

(n) Percent Utilization - This is the percent 
of the digitone receiver MS capacity that 
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is expected to be used m the study 
period. 

Three Port Conference Circuits -

(al Circuits per Pack- This is to indicate the 
number of circuits in one circuit pack. 

( b I Circuits Provided - Total - The total 
number of circuits installed. Source: 
Bus~· Hour Printout. 

( c 1 Circuits Provided - Traffic This 
number should equal the total circuits 
provided minus those required for ser
vice protection. 

(dl Engineering Criteria - Engineering cri
teria indicates that only ABS calcula
tions are required. 

(el Table - This indicates which table to use 
for determining circuit group capacity. 
It will be either a ~orthern Telecom or a 
poisson table. 

(fl Peak Factor - This will contain the PF 
!HD to ABS ratio I. 

(gl CCS Capacity Provided - This value is 
obtained from the poisson table and 
represents the traffic capacity of the 
service circuits. 

(hI Component Main Stations Demand - For 
three port conference circuits the max
imum number of MSs expected to use 
this circuit group in the stud~· period, is 
the preferred entr~·. This rna~· be diffi
cult to do because of the many applica
tions of this circuit. 

( i 1 Busy Hour Factor - This is used to pro
vide a correction for data that was not 
generated during this component's busi
est hour. 

(j 1 Holding Time - The holding time is cal
culated by dividing :3 port conference cir
cuit usage b~· the corresponding call peg 
counts. 

I k 1 Bus~· Hour Calls per ~1ain Station -
Divide the number of BH call peg counts 

for this component by the main stations 
for the same time period. 

(II Busy Hour CCS per Main Station - This 
is an estimation, or "Pick", of the CCS 
per MS that is expected to materialize in 
this component's BH study period. 

(m) Main Station Capacity - Divide the CCS 
capacity provided by the CCS per MS 
and this represents the maximum 
number of MS's this service circuit 
group can render objective service to in 
the study period. 

( n I Percent Utilization - This is the percent 
of the 3 port circuit MS capacity that is 
expected to be used in the study period. 

Receh·er Off Hook Tone (ROH)- This indicates 
what type of service circuit. 

(a I Circuits per Pack - This indicates the 
number of circuits in one circuit pack. 

(bl Circuits Provided - Total - The number 
of circuits installed. Source: Table STN 
(NTP Form 2652 A-B). 

( c I Circuits Provided - Traffic - This should 
equal the total circuits provided minus 
those required for service protection. 

(d) Engineering Criteria- Only ABS calcula
tions are required for this service circuit. 

(e I Broadcast Connections - This is the 
number of simulatneous calls this circuit 
group can broadcast to, excluding cir
cuits required for service protection. It 
is shown on Table STN, column MAX
CONN and is calculated by multiplying 
the number of channels by the number 
of traffic circuits. 

(fl Table - This indicates which table to use 
for determining circuit group capacity. 
Source: NTP 297-1001-450/2 Table M. 

( g 1 Peak Factor - This is not used with NTI 
tables. 

( h 1 CCS Capacity Provided - This is obtained 
from the NTP 297-1001-450/2 Table M 
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and represents the traffic capacity of the 
circuits based on the number of broad
cast connections. 

li 1 Component Main Station Demand -
Enter the maximum number of office 
MS's expected to use this circuit group 
during the study period. 

(j J Busy Hour Factor - This is used to pro
vide a correction for data that was not 
generated during this component's busi
est hour. 

(kJ Holding Time - The holding time is cal
culated by dividing circuit group usage 
b~· the corresponding call peg counts. 

(I) Bus~· Hour Calls per Main Station - This 
is the number of BH call peg counts for 
the component, divided by the main sta
tions for the same time period. 

( m J Busy Hour CCS per Main Station - This 
is an estimation, or "Pick" of the CCS per 
:'tiS that is expected to materialize in this 
component's BH. 

( n 1 Main Station Capacity - Didde the CCS 
capacity prodded by the CCS per MS. 
this will give the maximum number of 
MS's the ROH tone group can render 
objectiw sen·ice to during the study 
period. 

(o) Percent Utilization -- Divide component 
main station "demand by main station 
capacit~· and this will give the percent of 
the ROB tone group ::\IS capacity that is 
expected to be used in the study period. 

Announcements - This column indicates an 
announcement but does not specif~· which one. 
The announcements with the highest pro
jected usage should be used. 

(a J Circuits per Pack - This does not apply 
because digital recording announcement 
machine (DRAM J channels are being 
l'\·aluated and the quantity of channels is 
determined b~· the setting of switches on 
the DRA:Vl control card. 
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(b) Circuits Provided - Total - Enter "1" 
because only one channel is being 
evaluated, the one with the highest pro
jected usage. 

(c) Circuits Provided - Traffic - Enter "1" 
because only one channel is being 
evaluated. 

( d I Engineering Criteria - The engineering 
criteria indicates that only ABS calcula
tions are required. 

(e) Broadcast Connections - This is the 
number of simultaneous calls this circuit 
group can broadcast to. Source: Table 
ANNS. Max. Connections. 

(fj Table - This indicates which table to use 
for determining circuit group capacity. 
See NTP 297-1001-450/2, Table M. 

(g) Peak Factor - This is not used with NTI 
tables. 

(h) CCS Capacity Provided - This value is 
obtained from the NTI table and 
represents the traffic CCS capacity of 
one channel, based on the number of 
broadcast connections. 

(i) Component Main Station Demand - For 
this circuit group, enter the maximum 
number of office MS's expected to use 
this circuit group. For this group it will 
equate to the total office MS's. 

(j 1 Busy Hour Factor - This is used to pro
vide a correction for data that was not 
generated during this component's busi
est hour. 

(kJ Holding Time - The holding time is cal
culated by dividing circuit group usage 
by the corresponding call peg counts. 

( l ) Busy Hour Calls per Main Station -
Divide the number of BH call peg counts 
for the same time period. This item is 
not required for determining when 
empirical usage data is used. 

( m I Busy Hour CCS per Main Station - This 
is an estimation, or "Pick" of the CCS per 
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MS that is expected to materialize in this 
component's BH. This item is not 
required for determining capacity when 
empirical usage data is used. 

(n) Main Station Capacity - Divide the CCS 
capacity provided by the CCS per MS to 
get the maximum number of MS's this 
announcement channel can render objec
tive service to during the study period. 

(o) Percent Utilization - This is the percent 
of the announcement channel MS capa
city that is expected to be used during 
the study period. 

J. Main Station Capacity DRAMS Worksheet 

3.17 This worksheet (FIG. 9) deals with the 
DRAM. The Bell Telephone standard is that 

a minimum of two DRAMS be installed in every 
switch. 

Building - This is the wire center or entity. 

Entity -The office designation. The data entered in 
this field will depend on local procedure (i.e., 3 
digit office code, control group or entity desig
nation). 

Page - The worksheet page number. 

Study Period - The time frame in which the capa
city is being measured. 

G PF Date - The date of the general planning fore
cast that is being used for this capacity 
analysis. 

Digital Recorded Announcement Machine 
(DRAM) - Enter which DRAM is being 
evaluated in an office with more than one 
machine, excluding back ups. Source: Table 
ANNMENS. 

Ports Deloaded - Enter the number of network 
ports that have been deloaded (are to remain 
unused) in the DRAM's sub group. If the 
assignments are laid out on a matrix showing 
every network time switch (TSJ and their 
associated peripheral ports (16 per time 
switch), unassigned or spare TS peripheral 
ports will become apparent. 

Maximum Channels - The capacity of the DRAM 
will vary depending on the maximum number 
of circuits or channels that are enabled on it. 
To determine which value to use it is recom
mended the number of channels working be 
determined from Table ANNS and rounded up 
to the next highest standard setting (8, 16, 24 
or 30). 

Engineering Criteria - The engineering criteria is 
preprinted indicating that only ABS calcula
tions are required. 

Table - This indicates which NTI table to use for 
determining circuit group capacity. Source: 
NTP 297-1001-450, Sec. 450/2, Tables Q and R. 

Engineered CCS Capacity - This value is obtained 
from the NTI table and represents the traffic 
capacity of this DRAM. 

Component Main Station Demand - Enter the max
imum number or total office MS's expected to 
use the DRAM in the study period. Source: 
G PF or loading plan. 

Busy Hour Factor - This factor is used to provide a 
correction for data that was not generated 
during this component's busiest hour. 

Hold Time - The HT is calculated by dividing the 
total usage of all DRAM channels by the 
corresponding call peg count. 

Busy Hour Calls per Main Station - Total Channels 
- This value is an estimation or "Pick" of the 
total calls per MS for all channels that is 
expected to materialize in the BH for the 
study period. 

Busy Hour CCS per Main Station Total Channels
This value is an estimation, or "Pick" of the 

total CCS per MS for all channels that is 
expected to materialize in this component's 
BH. 

Main Station Capacity - This is the CCS capacity 
provided divided by the CCS per MS. This is 
the maximum number of MS's the DRAM can 
render objective service to in the study period. 

Percent Utilization - This is the percent of the 
DRAM MS capacity that is expected to be 
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Figure I. 'umber-, C1 pa~ll~ Worksheet 
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BL'ILDING: 

ENTITY: PAGE: 

STLDY PERIOD: GPF DATE: 

PERl PH 

MOD 

TM 

MTM 

DAU 

DES 

ORA 

LM(6) 

LM 

DCM 

. DTC(7l 

DTC 

DTC 

I.BC(7) 

l.GC 

LGC 

LTC(?) 

LTC 

LTC 

SCM(?) 

SCM 

SC\t 

l29TAL 

(I) 

(~) 

(3) 

(4) 
(5) 
(6) 

(7) 

--
#or PORTS TOTAU2l PORTS 

PERIPU PER PORTS (J) PORTS NTWKS PER 

MODS MOD REQUIRED REQUIRED IN ST. NTWK 

-

I 

--

- -

=± 
Ports Required = 1\iumber of Peripheral Modules X Ports per Module 
Total Ports Required =Total Ports Required per Module 
Ports lnslallcd = !\ctworks Installed X Ports per Network 
'\;umber of Spare Ports= Ports Installed ·Total Ports Required 
'7, Litili1ation =Total Ports Required I Ports Installed 

(J) • OF(4) (5) 

PORTS SPARE ~UTIL 

IN ST. PORTS 

LM Porls/~odule m- Value Between 2 and 4 inclusive. Input Ports/Module and the number of 
peripheral modult.:s with that ~:unliguration. 
DTC. LGC LTC. SCM Ports/Module- Value Between 3 and 16 inclusive. Input Ports/Module 
and !he 'umber of Peripheral 'vfodules with that configuration 

Fi2ure 2. '\;cl\,,\rb Capaci_t} Worksheet Based on Network Ports 
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[\!~ 
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NTWKS 

IN ST. 

El\,i{i (I) 

CCS PER 

NTWK 

D\fS • 100/200 SWITCH MAIN STATION CAPACITY 

NETWORKS CAPACITY WORKSHEET 

BASED ON CCS 

(2) (3) ccs (4) (5) 

ccs TANDEM CAPACITY MS 

CAP CCS DEMAND FORMS DEMAND 

(5) 

TS 2W 

CCS/MS 

(I l Refer to NTP 297 -I 001-450. Section 450/2 Tables E (DMS-1 00) and F(DMS-200) 
(2J CCS Capacit.' = "\ctworks lnstalkd X F.ng. CCS per ~etwork 
(J) Include DID 
( . .p CCS Capacity for \1S ""' CCS Capacity -Tandem CCS Demand 
(5) Include Remotes 
((l) \1S CCS Demand = MS Demand X (TS 2W CCSIMS) 
(7) \1S Capacity- CCS Capacity for MS ITS 2W CCSIMS 
(X) '( Utilization ... (Tandem CCS Demand + MS CCS Demand) I CCS Capacity 
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Bl II.DING: 

I'NTJTY: 
STUlY PERIOD: 
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I 
I 
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E 
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# 
SPHOI 
LINKS 

I>\1S • 100/:!00 SWITCII MAIN STATION CAPACITY 
HOST SWITCII • 1.\ol & I.CM WORKSHEET 

LINE TERMINATIONS 

# 
HOST I.M (I) (2) 

MS OR #LINES ~ADM. #LINES 
DP..fAND LCM EQUIPPED SPARE OPERATIVE 

-

PAGE: OF 
GPF DATE: 

MSPER (3) 

LINE MS 

RATIO CAPACITY 

( 1) Each L\1 and L.C\1 has a physical capacity of 640 main stations. The number of lines equipped 
equal 640 X the number of LM(LCM). Due to line card deferral. the full 640 lines may not be 
equipped at once: therefore. the number of lines equipped value may be less. 

(2) Number of lines Operative- Number of lines Equipped( tOO%· (k Adm Spare) 
U) MS Capacity- Number of Lines Operative X MS per Line Ratio 
(4) '; Ctilization - Host MS Demand I MS Capacity 

Figure 4. Host S\\ it...:h-L \1 & I.C \1 Worksheet-line Terminations 
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Bt:II.Df'l;(;: 

f.NTITY 

STUDY l'f.RIOD: 

I 
I 
lot 
I"' 

'(' 

XX 
r~ II 

SPEECH 

I.CM LINKS 

i 
: -- ·--· 

-l-· 
i 

,_ 

~~L 
i 

I 

··"--

II 

IIOST I.M 

MS OR 

DF"A'D I.CM 

--

f.NG 

CRITf.RIA 

o-..s · IIMI/~00 SWIT! II ... AIN STo\TIOI\i CAPo\UTY 

IIOST SWIT< If· I.M tl U:!'ol WURKSHF.H 

CCS C A Pt\CITY 

(I) WBI.KNG (J) ccs (4) 

ENG OR NON ENG CAPACITY 

CCS/LM BI.KNG LG<: CCS/LCM FOR l.M 

-

(I) Refer to NTP 297-1001-450. Section 45012. Table G 

CCSI5l CCS(6)(7) 

CAPACITY CAPACITY 

FOR LCM FOR HOST 

(2) A blocking LGC has a greater number of peripheral channels than network channels 

O+T 

CCS/MS 

0) Refer to NTP 297-1001-450. Section 450/2. TableS for non-blocking LGC. TableT for blocking 
LGC 

(-') CCS Capacity for l.M = Number of LM X Engineered CCSILM 
(~) CCS Capacity for LCvt - 1\umber of LCM X Engineered CCSILCM 
(6) Add CCS Capacity for all l.Ms and LC\1s in Host. 
(7) CCS Capacity for Host- CCS Capacity for LM + CCS Capacity for LCM. 
l!<l MS Capacity for Hoo;t = (CCS Capacit) for !lost) I (0 + T CCSIMS) 
(9) '~; Ltili1ation = (!lost MS Demand) I (MS Capacity for Host). 
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IILINES(I) MS/LINE MS(2) 

OPERATIVE RATIO CAPACITY 

(I) ~umber of Lines Operative - Number of Lines Equipped(IOO% - ~ Adm. Spare) 
(2) MS Capacity- Number of Lines Operative X (MS I Line Ratio) 
(3) '1, Utilization - RLM MS Demand I MS Capacity. Use the MS capacity that was figured in 

~ote 2. 

Fi~ure 6. Rcmll\c Line Module), Worksheet-Line Terminations 
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(1) Refer to NTP 297-1001-450, Section 4501312. Tables I. 2, and 3. 
(2) CCS Capacity= :\umber of RLM Bays I Engineered CCS I Bay 
(3) \1S Capacity = CCS Capacity I (0 + T CCS I MS) 
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ccs (2) O+T MSOI 

CAPACITY CCSIMS CAPACITY 

(..t) ';~ Utilitation ""' RL\1 MS Demand I MS Capacity. Usc the MS capacity that was figured in 
l"ote 6. 
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(I) \'lain Station Capacity = CCS Capacity Provided/CCS/MS Busy Hour 
(2) 'i( Utilization =Component Main Station Dcmand/MS Capacity 

Fi~urt' H. Service Circuits and Miscellaneous 
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BUILDING: 

OMS- 100/200 SWITCH MAIN STATION CAPACITY 

DRAMS 

ENTITY: PAGE: OF 

STUDY PERIOD: GPF DATE: 

PORTS OJ (2) (3) ENGR BUSY HOUR (4) 

DRAM DELOADED MAXIMUM ENGR TABLE ccs COMPONENT BUSY HOLDING MS 

IN CHANNELS CRITERIA CAPACITY MSDEMAND HOUR TIME CALLS/MS CCS/MS CAPACITY 

TIME SWITCH FACTOR TOT.CHAN TOT.CHAN 

(I) Deloading Ports in a Time Switch that serves a DRAM will Increase the DRAM capacity. Refer 
to NTP 297-1001-450, Section 45012. Tables Q and R. 

(2) Maximum Channels = The number of digital broadcast announcement channels. This value will 
be 8, 16, 24, or 30 channels depending on the number of announcements per DRAM(one channel 
per announcement). 

(3) This column will contain either a Q or an R depending on which table is used. 
(4) MS Capacity= Engineered CCS Capacity I (CCSIMS total channels) 
(5) %Utilization =Component MS Demand I MS Capacity 

Figure 9. Main Station Capacity DRAMS Worksheet 
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